[Study on the release and mechanism of carbon nanotubes loaded with verapamil hydrochloride in vitro].
The aim of this study was to load Verapamil Hydrochloride to carboxylated multi-walled carbon nanotubes( c-CNTs) and discuss the mechanism of drug release which could act as an effective basis for c-MWNTs used as drug carriers of controlled and sustained release delivery system. Raw CNTs were treated with mixed strong acid to obtain c-CNTs. Raman, IR, SEM and HR-TEM were used to characterize the CNTs and investigate the loading sites for drugs. The release behavior of the drug delivery system in vitro and the release model were studied. The raw CNTs were successfully grafted with carboxyl group by acid treatment. The water-soluble ability of c-CNTs was greatly improved. The length of c-CNTs was 200-300nm. Meanwhile, the ends of c-CNTs were opened. The results of the drug loading experiment showed that the more adding drugs, the larger loading content of drugs. Most of the drugs were loaded into the inner pores of c-CNTs when adding drugs was no more than 0.1 as quantity as c-CNTs. As the quantity of adding drugs increased, the drugs were loaded both in the inner pores and on the out-wall of c-CNTs. The release results in vitro showed release mechanism had something with the quantity of adding drugs. C-CNTs can be used as carriers of sustained and controlled release delivery system. Ideal release behavior of drugs can be achieved by choosing appropriate formula.